
Privacy Policy 
 
Desimodelsonline Services  ABN 16514018402 (us, we, our, Desimodelsonline) is committed to providing quality services to you and this privacy policy outlines our ongoing 

obligations to you in respect of how we manage your Personal Information. 
 
We have adopted the National Privacy Principles (NPPs) contained in the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) (the Privacy Act). The NPPs govern the way in which we collect, use, 

disclose, store, secure and dispose of your Personal Information. 
 
A copy of the Australian Privacy Principles may be obtained from the website of The Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner at www.privacy.gov.au. 
 
By accessing our website or engaging with Desimodelsonline, you accept the terms and conditions of its use and consent to the collection, use and disclosure of your Personal 
Information in accordance with this privacy policy and the terms and conditions of use of the Platform. 
 

OUR COMMITMENT TO PRIVACY 
The Privacy of Visitors and Members at Desimodelsonline.com 
 
Desimodelsonline.com places a high value on user privacy and confidentiality on the Internet. The way we service the users and members of 
Desimodelsonline.com's Web site (App) is directly tied to our reputation and integrity.   
 
Please see the section below for more information on how Desimodelsonline.com works to protect your privacy.  
Desimodelsonline.com has a long-standing policy of privacy protection in place with opt-in defaults, such as requiring explicit consent for Desimodelsonline.com's 
email newsletter sign up (rather than a pre-set signup that must be opted-out of), and a policy of only requesting the bare minimum of private data for the purposes 
of providing Desimodelsonline.com services to members. Desimodelsonline.com only requests information that is either legally or contractually required or has a 
clear basis for its usage in delivering Desimodelsonline.com services. 
Desimodelsonline.com limits the use of individual tracking by third parties whenever possible, such as using Google Analytics' IP address anonymizing feature, 
implementing social sharing buttons without external tracking, or carefully evaluating the privacy protections of third-party services Desimodelsonline.com uses. 
 
Keeping children safe 
Individuals aged 13 and up are only allowed to join Desimodelsonline.com. Desimodelsonline.com will not intentionally collect or use personally identifiable 
information from children under the age of 13. Individuals between the ages of 13 and 18 should talk with their parents or guardians before using the site for their 
advantage, and they must obtain their permission before doing so. 
 
The Data That We Gather 
This notice applies to all data collected or submitted on the Desimodelsonline.com website or through any of its services. You can order things, join a 
membership, make requests, and register to receive materials on various pages. These pages collect the following sorts of personal data: 
 
Personal information that is required:  
This information is required to validate your registration and acceptance of the Terms of Service, to offer the services you have requested, and for account 
administration purposes such as forgotten password recovery.Name, Date of Birth, Email, Interest or professional role (Onboarding information is required in 
order to deliver the appropriate type of membership service based on your preferences.)  
 
 
Personal information that is optional but may be required to deliver a service you requested: 
Gender, City, State, PostCodes, Address, Phone number, Information about your credit or debit card, Personal information (for model portfolios),Photographs (for 
model portfolios or Desimodelsonline.com pages), Interests and Occupation, Different types of electronic addresses (Social media,Web site etc.) 
We may collect, store, and periodically update information associated with that third-party account when you create your Desimodelsonline.com account and 
authenticate with a third-party service (such as Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, or Google), or later if you link your Desimodelsonline.com account to one of these 
third-party services, such as your friend or following lists, but only after getting your specific permission for each type of information and only if such information is 
necessary to provide the Desimodelsonline.com service you requested.  
When you use a third-party service to login or register on Desimodelsonline.com, you will only be asked for the minimum permissions needed to complete the 
request, such as your third-party account's basic information and permission to use that third-party account with your Desimodelsonline.com account.Sharing this 
information is not required to use Desimodelsonline.com, and it is only requested if it is required to perform a specific fun ction of your Desimodelsonline.com 
membership that you specifically agreed to use,If a feature on Desimodelsonline.com requires additional rights to access more of your personal information, such as 
connecting you with friends on Desimodelsonline.com from other third-party sites, you must give your explicit consent. Without your explicit consent, we will never 
publish on your behalf through your third-party account. 
 
How we make use of the data we collect 
Other than when you make a payment for a Desimodelsonline.com service and your personal information is used to verify and process your payment information, 
or when a substantial portion of Desimodelsonline.com's assets or Desimodelsonline.com is sold to a third party, your personal information will not be shared with 
anyone else,Desimodelsonline.com will never share any personally identifying information about you with a third party without first obtaining your permission.If we 
do transfer your information to a third party, such as to sign you up for a Desimodelsonline.com service that you specifically requested, a link to the third party's 
privacy notice and terms of service will be posted at the time you are given the opportunity to share this information.  
However, please be aware that Desimodelsonline.com may disclose user information in exceptional circumstances when we have reason to believe that disclosing 
this information is necessary to identify, contact, or bring legal action against someone who may be causing injury to or interference with (either intentionally or 
unintentionally) Desimodelsonline.com's rights or property, such as when we have reason to believe that disclosing this information is necessary to identify, contact, 
or bring legal action against someone who may be causing injury to or interference with, or anybody else who might be hurt as a result of such conduct. When we 
feel in good faith that the law requires it, Desimodelsonline.com may release user information.  
When you place an order or sign up for a service, we only use the information you supply about someone else or yourself to ship the product and confirm delivery 
or offer the service. Except to the extent necessary to execute that order or deliver that service, we do not disclose this information to third parties. If we need to 
share your information with a third party to complete an order or provide a service, we will always notify you before doing so, state how the information will be 
used by the third-party by linking to their privacy statement and give you the option to refuse to use the third party's services or products. 
When responding to emails, we use return email addresses. These addresses are not shared with third parties or used for any other purpose. 
Authorized modelling agencies using Desimodelsonline.com's online scouting service can search through Desimodelsonline.com's database of members using your 
portfolio statistical information. Except for your first name, initial, last name, pictures, and geographical location (State + Country), this information is never linked 
to any personal identifying information about you during the search. You have the option of accepting or declining an agency's contact through 
Desimodelsonline.com's scouting system. If you do not answer, the agency will have no further personal identifying information about you. If you accept, the 
organization will only have access to the information you willingly provide. 

http://www.privacy.gov.au/


At the time of registration, you have the option of receiving notifications about new Desimodelsonline.com products and services. Unless you fill out the registration 
form and want to receive updates about Desimodelsonline.com's new products and services, the information you submit on the website will not be utilized for this 
reason. 
To improve the design of Desimodelsonline.com's Web site and to share with advertising, we use non-identifying and aggregate information. For example, we might 
tell an advertiser that A number of people visited a specific section of Desimodelsonline.com's website, or that B number of men and C number of women filled out 
Desimodelsonline.com's registration form, but we wouldn't reveal anything that could be used to identify those people.  
Desimodelsonline.com gathers information about how you use the Desimodelsonline.com Web site, as well as the device and service from which you connect. The 
servers at Desimodelsonline.com keep track of information like the server you're on, the ISP you're using, the type of browser you're using, and your IP address. 
This information is collected purely to improve the delivery of Desimodelsonline.com services, such as anonymized aggregate usage data, and to ensure the privacy 
and security of these services by evaluating Desimodelsonline.com users' use of the Desimodelsonline.com Web site and its services, as well as in assisting users 
with technical issues or limitations with their internet service, device, or software, or for legitimate business purposes in providing services that users have 
specifically requested. 
We never use or share personal information collected online in ways that aren't described in our Privacy Policy.  
 
Where we store User personal information 
Desimodelsonline.com is based in Australia and operates globally. Its servers and all data services, including hosting and backup of user data, are hosted and backed 
up in the United States, and backup data may be stored in numerous locations for redundancy and security reasons.  
 
Data processors or data collection services from outside sources 
Desimodelsonline.com use a variety of third parties to deliver its services to its users, and some of these third parties may require Desimodelsonline.com to share 
some of your personal information with them in order to provide the service (for example, to send you an email or process your payment information) All of your 
personal information is used solely to provide you with the services you have requested. 
Traffic tracking and analysis, hosting and backup services: Google Analytics and Google Cloud Platform 
 Social media login/registration/sharing/embedded content: Twitter 
 Social media login/registration/sharing/embedded content: Insta 
 Social media login/registration/sharing: Facebook 
 Social media login/registration/sharing: Linkedin 
 Payment processing: Paypal 
 
Transfer of your personal data 
If Desimodelsonline.com or substantially all of its assets are bought by a third party, current personal information about Desimodelsonline.com members and their 
personal information will be one of the transferred assets. 
 
How to update or remove your personal information on Desimodelsonline.com. 
Members of Desimodelsonline.com can update their information by entering it with their username and password and clicking on the "edit" or "portfolios" button 
to make the necessary changes to their personal information. 
Even if you never have opted-in or specifically opted-out of receiving email announcements and the Desimodelsonline.com newsletter, Desimodelsonline.com may 
still contact you for legitimate account administration purposes (such as but not limited to email verification, password rec overy functions, or expiration notices) as 
long as your account is not deleted. 
 
Our Data Security Commitment 
We've put in place appropriate physical, electronic, and managerial procedures to safeguard and secure the information we col lect online, including using 
encryption by default and encrypting sensitive user data like passwords in Desimodelsonline.com's databases, to prevent unauthorized access, maintain data 
accuracy, and ensure the correct use of information. 
 
Advertisement on Desimodelsonline.com 
When it comes to Desimodelsonline.com, all users who visit the site and view adverts on the site maintain complete anonymity. Desimodelsonline.com does n ot 
gather or acquire any personal information about you as advertisements are delivered. Your personal information, including yo ur name, address, phone number, 
and email address, is kept private. 
 
Cookies 
Desimodelsonline.com may use cookies to improve your Web surfing experience and to help identify individuals individually for  features that need users to be 
logged in to a Desimodelsonline.com account or for user-selected features.Desimodelsonline.com, or its advertising client may issue a unique random number to 
your computer browser when you first access a Desimodelsonline.com Web page, whether or not there is an ad on it. This is known as a "cookie."This is done to 
gauge the popularity of various sections of the site and to better understand how users react to the advertisements we provide. This number, for example, allows us 
to measure how many times you've seen a particular ad or which articles on the site are the most popular. Similarly, the cookie can help ensure that you do not see 
the same ad multiple times and can also assist us in improving the Desimodelsonline.com Web site content and features based o n users' actual usage of the site, so 
improving your online Web viewing experience. You can still use Desimodelsonline.com if you decline to accept cookies, but your experience may differ from that of 
those who do. 
 
Measurement Services Provided by a Third Party 
For tracking the performance of an ad program, advertisers frequently use a third-party measurement firm other than Desimodelsonline.com. In these cases, 
Desimodelsonline.com has no control over the information obtained by the third party and cannot be held liable for the acts of the third-party measurement 
provider with respect to the collected data. Don't hesitate to get in touch with help@desimodelsonline.com  if you have any questions about different third-party 
measurement services and their individual methods of data collecting. 
 
Disclosure 
Desimodelsonline.com is transparent about its data collection policies, targeting capabilities, and cookie usage. If yo u have any questions or concerns about this 
privacy statement or its contents, please get in touch with help@desimodelsonline.com . 
Desimodelsonline.com reserves the right to change this Privacy Statement at any moment without notification, and only the most recent version is considered valid. 
We will never use the information you provide under the current Desimodelsonline.com Privacy Policy in a new way without first giving you an option to opt-out or 
otherwise prohibit that use, regardless of future updates or modifications to the Desimodelsonline.com Privacy Policy.  
 
 
Privacy Policy Complaints and Enquiries 

mailto:help@desimodelsonline.com
mailto:help@desimodelsonline.com


If you have questions or complaints regarding our privacy policy or practices, wish to make a request or believe that your privacy has been breached, please contact us 

at help@desimodelsonline.com and provide details of the matter so that we can investigate it. We request that all complaints be made in writing so that we can be sure about 

the details of the complaint. We will treat your complaint confidentially, investigate your complaint and aim to ensure that we contact you and your complaint is resolved within a 

reasonable time (and in any event within the time required by the Privacy Act, if applicable). 

On July 25, 2021, this privacy notice was updated. 
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